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The objective of this thesis was to upgrade an Enterprise Resource planning
system that was outdated into a new age Enterprise resource planning system based
centered on a scheduling algorithm. This was a key change that needed to be made to
transform the company from old thinking to new.
Primarily the testing of this implementation was done through mapping of
processes, followed by trial and error, and finally improving and sustaining the processes
it took to use the system correctly. The mapping of the processes was completed by the
Process Manager as well as the Lead, Supervisor, or Manager of the area being
revamped.
When processes were originally mapped for the flow of the implementation, the
chart was five pages. After implementation, the same processes streamlined using the
new Enterprise resource planning system is now only two pages. After all
implementations were complete, more than $150,000 in salaries was saved, as well as
many unnecessary and tedious job functions. While continuous improvement must
follow, the original objective of this thesis was met with great success.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Enterprise resource planning (ERP) plays a major role in managing information
within organizations. Unfortunately, using an outdated and underutilized ERP can create
extensive problems within an organization. This project will update the ERP used at
Dubois Wood Products (DWP), a hospitality and dormitory furniture producer. Currently
DWP uses an ERP called Made to Manage. The current ERP does not create schedules,
keep inventory of finished goods, provide lineups for each resource, provide easy screen
shots to see where units are within the process, provide unit at risk of being late
information, and countless other short comings.
Anderson, Banker, Menon, and Romero (2011) defined an ERP as “a software
and database that automates and integrates information processing in real time over a
large number of business processes and functions in an organization. An ERP is
purchased as packaged (off-the-shelf) software rather than developed in house.”
Significant built-in functions of an ERP include human resources, finance, logistics,
manufacturing, order fulfillment, and supply chain management (Mehrjerdi, 2010, p.
308). Traditional ERP systems purposes were to provide greater efficiencies, whereas
contemporary ERPs are designed to restructure and incorporate operation processes and
information flows within the company (McGaughey & Gunasekaran, 2007, p. 24).
ERP’s were found to have many different definitions:
1. “an ERP system is an integrated software package used to manage an
organization's resources. ERP systems integrate all departments and functions
of a company into a single computer system that can serve all the different
departmental needs. (Dezdar & Ainin., 2011, p. 919).”
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2. “…complex information technology project that integrates organization-wide
operations (Mengistie, 2012, p. VI).”
3. “A packaged business software system that enables a company to manage the
efficient and effective use of resources (materials, human resources, finance,
etc.) by providing a total, integrated solution for the organization’s
information processing needs (Worrell, 2008, p. 1).”
Although Made to Manage meets the criteria of an ERP, by any of the definitions
offered, it has been poorly utilized within the company. Fields have been used
incorrectly, inventory, although poor in Made to Manage, was never used, items and
materials were manipulated to fit the system, all of which makes for under-utilization of
the current system and difficulty transferring data to the new system. Seethamraju’s
research has found that 37% of companies have chosen ERPs that work for them, while
41% have re-engineered their businesses to work for their ERP (2005, p. 92). DWP has
worked for Made to Manage since the company received the first version, while
InAccord, the new ERP, will work for DWP. Momoh, Roy, and Shehab (2010) state
that “ERP systems have been progressively developed over at least a decade”, which is
approximately the time frame in which the second version of Made to Manage was
installed at DWP. There has been no training from Made to Manage since the original
training session nearly twenty years ago.
The need for a new ERP was highlighted because of vast growth in the company
over the last five years. Now an initiative to upgrade the ERP to InAccord is being
proposed by the new Vice President of Operations. The momentum was instigated after
the new Vice President of Operations asked ownership how the company’s future looked;
3

was growth expected or wanted? Ownership wanted to increase production by nearly
165%. Although it is uncertain whether Made to Manage was poorly implemented or just
poorly executed over the course of its twenty years at DWP, it is certain that this ERP
could contribute to loss of money for the company if not upgraded urgently and would
unquestionably not assist in the 165% growth that ownership wants. Poorly implemented
ERPs have contributed to the bankruptcies of many corporations (Mehrjerdi, 2010, p.
308).
Verville and Halingten (2003) described the software descision process for Keller
Manufacturing, ironically located approximately an hour from DWP. Keller
Manufacturing resembles DWP in almost every aspect:
-

Small company that had exponential growth, 30 percent increase in sales.

-

Highly manual processes, minimal use of existing ERP.

-

Changed from production oriented to market-driven business.

Keller Manufacturing did exactly what DWP did, however, the company made the
change too late. By the time that the company decided to upgrade their ERP the
weakness of the current ERP had already lost the “ability to manage the costs and provide
customers with products on a timely basis” (Verville & Halingten, 2003, p. 426).
Anderson, et al (2011) wrote:
The overall measure of the performance of an organization is the income that it
makes from assets that it possess, namely, return on assets. Managers make a
variety of decisions to improve overall performance such as which customer
segments to target, how to manage risks in uncertain locations, how to improve
4

business portfolio, what to own and what to outsource, how to manage network
externalities, and how to adjust the organizations architecture. Performance
measurement is at the center of strategic decisions, because performance
measures can help the firm examine strategies over time and help shape the firm’s
strategic direction.
DWP’s current reporting within Made to Manage is minimal. Reports offered are
generic such as backlogs and closed invoices. The Vice President of Operations would
like to be able to have quantifiable data to base decisions upon. InAccord offers graphs
and reports on resources such as historical data, future need graphs, quoting histories, and
additional data that can be sorted or filtered by need. This allows the company to base
their decisions off data collected, rather than instinct, which is how many decisions on
equipment and personnel have been made.
Anderson, et al (2011) stated that most past research on ERPs has been
concentrated on the effects of the system post implementation. This project will focus on
the effects of the implementation during current states and implement a new ERP, called
“InAccord”, that has the capability of solving all deficiencies that Made to Manage
currently poses. While doing s,o future process maps for each department will be created
and deployed with the deployment of InAccord. The time savings and data collected
between the savings of the ERP and the process changes are expected to be considerable.

Table 1. Comparison of InAccord and Made to Manage
Cost

InAccord
$118,000

Made to Manage
$133,000
5

Licensed per user
On Site continuing training
Scheduling
Schedule per resource
Print Travelers from initial
point of use
Link purchase order (PO) to
sales order (SO)
Enter Rework
Create a stocking program
(finished goods, hardware,
factory or office supplies)
Create serial numbered
labels for units
Create shipping documents
based on scanned units
Inventory by location

No – unlimited users, no
extra cost
Yes
Included in base fee.
Yes
Yes

Yes - $5,500 per user per
year
Yes, at an additional cost.
$20,000 initial cost
No
No

Yes

No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes, but not cross
referenced to sales orders.

As seen from the table above, InAccord heavily outweighs the standards in Made
to Manage. While the software was under-utilized during its nearly twenty years of use
at DWP, the program also does not offer the solid core that InAccord does.
Company Roles and Logistics
DWP currently resides in three buildings, with nearly 400,000 square feet of
manufacturing and warehouse space (WTH Technologies). The first building (plant 1A)
holds the executives offices, the office, receiving for plant 1A, the lumber room, the
machine room, kitting, and the sample shop. The second building, only about 100 feet
away from the first building, holds the assembly areas, whitewood stations, two finish
lines, two trim lines, packing stations, the hardware cage, project management, and the
warehouse. The third building, two blocks away from the first building, holds the panel
saw, edge banders, and thermal fused laminate (TFL) plant. The company is broken into
6

three main areas: Front Office, which is in the first building, Project Management, which
is in the second building, and Production, which spans all three. All departments in the
company are listed in the table below.
Table 2. Departments, Roles and Responsibilities at DWP
Department
Front Office

Location
Plant 1A

Role
Office

Receiving

Plant 1A

Production

Lumber Room

Plant 1A

Production

Machine Room

Plant 1A

Production

Sample & Small Plant 1A
Quantities Shop

Production

Kitting

All three
locations

Production

Assembly

Plant 1B

Production

Whitewood

Plant 1B

Production

Finish Lines

Plant 1B

Production

Roles & Responsibilities
This department holds many sub
departments: Reception, the Accounting
department, the Order Conditioning
department, the Order Entry department,
Human Resources, the Purchasing
department, and the Engineering
department.
This department receives all laminate tops
for plant 1 units, all solid lumbers, and
drawer parts.
This department organizes and stores all
solid lumbers. The lumber room lead also
maintains inventory and purchases from
mills when necessary.
This department holds all machines and
has many sub departments (Chop and Rip
saws, CNC, Molders, Double Ends, Drills,
Sanding department).
This department builds units that have not
been engineered yet for shows and
samples. The department also builds
quantities of five and under.
This department receives all parts that
have made it through machining and are
“kitted” to be taken to assembly.
This department is where every unit is
built at headboard, table, or clamped unit
assembly stations.
This department has every unit pass
through between assembly and finish.
This station puts the final sand on the unit
and breaks any rough edges.
This department is where finish is applied
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to the unit. First a unit is loaded on to a
moving pallet. It travels first through a
color spray, then a second color spray if
need be, through an oven, then to a clear
coat station. Next the unit is lightly
sanded. Another round of color (shading)
and a top coat is put on before traveling
through the last and longest oven.
Trim Lines
Plant 1B
Production
This department is where the unit comes
out of the finish line, then travels down a
trim line where employees put the drawers
in the units, peel off plastic protective
wrap on the laminate top, install hardware,
and clean and inspect the unit before
packing.
Pack Stations
Plant 1B
Production
This department is where every unit is
wrapped in foam, cardboard corner
protectors applied and shrink wrapped.
Hardware Cage Plant 1B
Production
This department stores all hardware,
mirror glass, drawer glides, hinges, and
miscellaneous small items kept behind a
locked gate to control inventory of the
area.
Project
Plant 1B
Project
This department handles all quotes, sales,
Management
Management and customer service inquiries.
Warehouse
Plant 1B
Production
This department includes the sub
and
departments: Warehouse, Shipping,
additional
andReceiving,. This department is
outside
responsible for maintaining finished
warehouse
goods inventory, shipping, and receiving
for plant 1B.
Panel Saw &
Plant 2
Production
This department is responsible for
Edge Banding
optimizing, cutting, and banding all
material that comes from sheet stock (4x8
plywood, particle board, veneer sheets).
TFL plant
Plant 2
Production
This department produces melamine
(Known as Plant
furniture which has little machining and
2)
finish only on the rim of the tops. Units
typically take six to eight minutes to build
here compared to four to six days with the
traditional solid units.
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Rationale
Updating the ERP Made to Manage to the latest version would have been very
easy. In doing so processes and procedures of each department would not have been
reviewed or streamlined at the level which is necessary. The custom ERP, InAccord, will
allow Dubois Wood to review each department (Project Management, Order
Conditioning/Order Entry, Purchasing, Engineering, and Production), map each process,
and remove or reduce redundancies from the departments. Adjusting the way that an
order flows through the plant and the visibility provided by InAccord should successfully
make the company more efficient and effective.
Current process maps have been completed for the following departments:
-

Project Management,

-

Front Office,

-

Production,

-

Shipping,

-

Inventory.

9

Create and send quote: size, finish,
laminate, hardware information, pricing
(based on Made to Manage pricing) and
lead times.

Request for information
from customer.

Receive
PO.

No PO
received.
Do nothing.

Line drawings, finish and
laminate chips, hardware
samples sent to customer
for final approval.

Customer returns
changes to PO.

SO Packet created: Order cover sheet
(raw material, hardware, finish,
laminate, shipping information,
customer) completed. Turned into
Order Entry.

Engineering, finish
chip changes, etc
completed.

To Order Entry

Figure 1. Project Management Department Current Process Map
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Project Management Department – New Order Process

All standard
items or small
quantity. No
final approval
needed.

Purchasing receives copies
of SO packet, sales order,
other related information.
Review for long lead
times. Wait for
Engineering to complete.
Parts
entered
into Made
to
Manage.
Spec

Scheduling assigns date. Pencils onto
paper schedule.

Copies made
and given to
Engineering
and
Purchasing.

Engineering receives SO
packet. Creates new units in
SolidWorks. New parts
labeled as four digit parts.
Routing sheet created in excel
for costing.

Purchasing receives final folder with all parts
created from Engineering, spec sheet, routings.
Purchasing creates “buy in” parts.
Purchasing prints bill of
materials. Finds all buy in
parts. Multiples parts
needed by line item
quantity. Creates PO in
Made to Manage. 3+ PO
for each line item.

Order entered
into Made to
Manage.
Customer,
shipping
information,
line items,
quantities,
and pricing.

Review by Project
Management or
customer.

Changes made by
Project Management
or customer.

Final packet is returned to Order Entry.
Travelers are entered for each line item and
printed.

18 copies are made of each traveler, spec sheet, and drawing. Copies are
stapled together and placed in leads/supervisors/managers mailboxes. One copy
is filed in the Office for future references.
To plant for production.

Figure 2. Front Office Department Current Process Map
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Front Office SubDepartments Process:
Order Entry, Order Conditioning, Scheduling, Engineering, Purchasing

Order Conditioned: Review PO.
If new customer, enter
customer information.
Drawings, quantities, finish,
hardware information all match
PO, drawing, and information
provided to customer. Upper
level parts created if new.

Resources which start
production (Chop saw
for solid, panel saw for
panels) estimate start
date based on build date.

Parts move through production based
on paper schedule. If schedule or
drawing changes, shop floor may not
be notified.

Parts arrive in
kitting and are
prepared for
assembly
“kitted”.

Kits arrive in assembly.
If at any point throughout production
a Project Manager has questions or
needs information regarding their
order or order status, the Project
Manager must contact production
control. No visibility for Project
Managment. No access to view order
in ERP (no licenses).

Units arrive in the warehouse. An
attempt is made to keep sales orders
together.

Units have a premade
label attached at
assembly.

Units travel through
whitewood, finish, trim and
pack. At pack station a
secondary label is attached
which is created by Project
Management at scheduling
(about 4 weeks before
packing). Unit, color, city,
and quantity are written each
day for the pack report.

Figure 3. Production Department Current Process Map
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Production Department

Rework/replacements
are ordered via
handwritten paper.
Replacements are turned
in to scheduler.

Offices begins
preparing for inventory
two weeks prior.

The value of a part is
recorded based on
material, labor, and
overhead. Not the sell
price of the part.

Prices are added to the
paper spreadsheet and
multiplied by the
quantity to show the
extended price.

Inventory tags (with
carbon copies) are
created in sequence
with infor for part
(material and size),
quantity, and location
of part

Values are searched for
in Made to Manage.
The value of a part is
recorded based on
material, labor, and
overhead. Not the sell
price of the part.

Based on the location
of the part or unit a
multiplier is added to
the value to assess the
value based on work
completed to the part or
unit.

The day before
inventory tags are
released to leads of
each inventory
location.

Tags released are done
so in sequential order
and recorded.

All spreadsheets are
calculated and a sum is
calculated for three
areas: Raw Material,
WIP, and Finished
Goods.

Tags released are done
so in sequential order
and recorded.

Each tag is transferred
from the tag to a paper
spreadsheet with all
information from the
tag.

A full physical
inventory is completed
by counting each part
or unit from the
locations of sheet stock,
lumber, WIP, hardware
and finished goods.

Inventory tags are
remitted to the Office.

Figure 4. Process of Inventory Current Process Map
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Truck is scheduled by:
Customer (CPU)
Project Manager
Project Management
assistant

Paperwork is walked to
the Office (nearly 1/4
of a mile for shipping
paperwork to be
completed by a member
of the Office.

Paperwork is walked
back to the warehouse.

Truck arrives between
hours of 6:30-5:00.
Shipping hours
between 6:30-2:00.
Hours unaligned,
causing issues.

As loading, shipping
employee makes hash
marks on the sales
order for the number of
product they are adding
to the truck.

Paperwork is given to
the truck driver and a
copy is put inside the
trailer.

Warehouse stages loads
(when time allows) or
moves to next step.

Shipping employees
load the truck with
desired product. Truck
is loaded per Project
Management spec.

Figure 5. Shipping Department Current Process Map
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Project Goal
The goal of this project is to implement a new ERP system and integrate the old
ERP data and operations information. After the system is implemented, up-to-date
information for the Production department team, sales team, and Front Office employees
should be easily attainable. The new system will also provide more accurate information
for Accounting and Purchasing process purposes.
Expected Results
It is expected that the implementation of the new ERP, InAccord, will provide
DWP with more accurate information, viewable by all in real time. It is expected that the
frustration caused by limited number of licenses in Made to Manage will be alleviated by
unlimited seats in InAccord. InAccord should provide a more accurate schedule based on
resource capacity rather than dollars per unit. While the current schedule is based solely
on dollars per unit, if an order that is substantial on solids (instead of a mix of solid wood
and panel parts) comes through, the value is skewed compared to the resources that it will
take to manufacture the part. With a schedule based on resource capacity, capacity
should be able to be increased due to better flow of material and an outlook on each
machines capabilities and schedules for any given time.
Computer stations, located in each department, with resource lineups and
SolidWorks to view drawings are expected to make daily production more efficient. As a
daily function of their job, and imperative for scheduling purposes, all employees will be
trained to use InAccord and SolidWorks Viewer. Not only will the computer stations
make production more efficient, the stations will make production more accurate.

15

Because of a more accurate schedule, the employees of the Project Management
department, who have never had access to Made to Manage, will be able to provide their
customers with up-to-date information on their orders from their desks using InAccord.
Also the employees of the Project Management department will be able to give a ship
date that both the employees in the department and the Production department feel
confident that the company will be able meet. The Project Management department will
also be able to complete a new quoting form within InAccord that will provide better
costing and scheduling information. This new quoting form will easily convert into a
sales order, making it easier for the Front Office department to process the order.
For the rest of the Front Office department, the expected results are efficiency,
accuracy, and cost-effectiveness. InAccord will provide the Purchasing department with
an exact purchase order of material needed to fill an order. Whereas, Made to Manage
offers no such feature, this created purchase order errors, which could be costly.
Shipping paperwork currently completed within the Front Office will begin completing
from the warehouse. InAccord will create the shipping paperwork based on the scanned
serial number of a unit. The customer information stored within the sales order will
populate the fields of the shipping document. This not only saves time for all involved,
but it also could reduce the Front Office department staff positions, providing valuable
employees for positions yet to be created. InAccord should make shipping become more
accurate than the current process of making hash marks next to the line item, walking
them to the Front Office to have shipping work completed off of handwritten notes.
Front Office staff currently has to create spec sheets in Microsoft Word or Excel
manually, based on the Engineer’s bill of material (BOM). InAccord will create spec
sheets for units, while Made to Manage did not do this. Again, this could eliminate the
16

need for additional Front Office department staff to complete data entry or printing of
“packets”.
Although there are no plans to reduce the number of employees by implementing
the new software, reorganizing departments will become necessary. From the original
rational to bring in a new ERP, this will be an unanticipated outcome, which will provide
management with current employees to create new departments within the company, such
as customer service.
Assumptions
This project has the following assumptions:
1. Materials and equipment will arrive correct and by the promised date.
2. Equipment will be installed prior to the implementation of each department.
3. Equipment ordered will work properly with the system.
4. Employees from each department: Production, Office, and Project Management
will work willingly to change ERPs.
5. Internet and server capabilities can manage the new ERP.
6. Management understands the philosophies that InAccord uses and is willing to
change from traditional, large lots manufacturing to lean, single piece flow
manufacturing.
7. The ERP works as previewed and promised.
8. The old ERP system will convert in the manner described by the new ERP
system.
9. The new ERP system creators will be able to manipulate screens and change
functions to work with some current processes.
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10. Ownership must provide payment for the system before implementation can start.
It is assumed that this payment will be made before the scheduled start date of the
project.
11. Data is mapped and converted before implementation takes place.
12. Processes have been reviewed and mapped for each department.
Worrell (2008) wrote a perfect comparison of Aesop’s fable The Tortoise and the
Hare and that of implementing an ERP. Worrell wrote on page 1:
In a race between the two, the Hare sprinted to an early lead and, losing sight of
the objective, lost the race because (1) a lapse in focus and (2) a failure to
recognize it was a running marathon instead of sprint. Ultimately, the Hare lost
the race because its focus was on short-term objectives rather than long-term
performance. While Aesop suggests that the moral is “slow and steady wins the
race,” the larger lesson is never run a sprint when the objective is to run a
marathon.
Prior to the project start the data conversion could not be documented. It is assumed that
this will already be completed before the physical implementation and live testing begins.
Limitations
Data transfers between InAccord and Made to Manage can only be completed
during non-production hours to avoid interference. Fields incorrectly utilized in Made to
Manage will have to be exported, filtered, and then transferred into InAccord to produce
correct information. System implementation will be limited to available hours of those
installing the system. These hours may not align with one another and or with the
schedule set forth.
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Delimitations
System implementation will not be executed at the same time throughout the three
main sections of the company, Front Office, Project Management, and Production. To
provide stability to the company InAccord will be completed in three stages:
1. Production;
2. Front Office;
3. Project Management
Although, after initial implementation in the Production department, the Project
Management employees will have the ERP installed on their workstations so each can
have visibility of their orders.
The Front Office’s accounting portion of the ERP implementation will be
completed after the main implementation has completed and will not be included in this
project. The processes and functions of accounting are hyper critical to both the business
state, and federal guidelines. A certified accountant, along with InAccord’s designer and
programmer will work together to create the accounting portion of the ERP.
Definition of Terms
Asset Tag – A label that is attached to the unit during assembly. Each tag has the
following information: PO #, Customer, Shipping Address, color/finish, laminate, the
unit number in sequence, and a memo field for special instuctions. A duplicate is printed
at the same time, this label is attached to the outside of the packaged good.
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Bill of Materials (BOM) – a document which has parts used within a unit, materials used
to create parts, quantity for a unit, and hardware used on the part or unit. This document
is unbiased based on customer.
Dubois Wood Products (DWP)– a hospitality and dormitory wood furniture
manufacturer.
Family – A family is a set up in InAccord of a set of resources that are found grouped
together. As an example, a leg may always follow the same setup: chop, rip, glue, panel
bust, mold, double end, miscellaneous machining, sanding. Rather than typing the same
information each time an item type like a leg is linked to a family.
Field – a field is a cell (usually writable) in a table of a database. Fields used in Made to
Manage will be transferred to fields in InAccord. Usually with the same or similar
names.
Finished Goods – a part or unit that is complete and in the warehouse waiting for
shipment or ready to ship (if a stocked item).
Purchase Order (PO) – a document that is created internally to buy something from a
vendor or a document that is received from a customer to buy something from DWP.
This document typically has information about the part, such as size, color, and quantity.
Resources – a term used by InAccord referring to the machines or departments a part or
unit must go through before completion. Made to Manage uses the term ‘Routings’ for
the same definition.
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Sales Order (SO) – a sales order is used internally based on a customer purchase order
(PO). Information typically has customer information, line items which state information
about the purchased item, quantity, price, shipping information, and due date.
Specification Sheet – Known as a spec sheet at DWP, a document created in either a
word processing or spreadsheet format to show the Bill of Materials, rough sizes,
descriptions, and project information. This document differs from the BOM because it
shows finish and laminate information.
Traveler– a document that is auto generated by a Made to Manage to be placed on a part
or unit. The document has the sales order number, part number, part description,
routings, and quantities.
Traveler – a document that is auto generated by InAccord to be placed on a part or unit.
This document has the sales order number, purchase order number, customer information,
finish and laminate information, hardware information, part number, part description,
routings and resources used.
Work in Process – any part or unit that has had work done to it, but is not yet completed.
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Although new system implementations can be difficult, time consuming and
frustrating, the new system implementation at DWP is imperative for growth of business.
Anderson, et al (2011) described two options for system implementations: accelerated
and traditional. While accelerated system implementation would feel less of an
encumbrance at first due to the quick switch over, DWP processes and strategies need to
be evaluated and improved before and during the implementation. Traditional
implementation is used when a company needs to review processes and procedures
during implementations. Worrell (2008) calls the accelerated version the “vanilla
implementation strategy”, to deliver a slightly modified system with limited utilities (pp.
1-2). This is ironic, as this is nearly exact to what was stated in the InAccord proposal
session of the Made to Manage implementation should Made to Manage be chosen in the
upgrading process.
Most processes done at DWP have not been observed or reviewed during the past
forty years of use. DWP started as a bulk manufacturing company and have changed into
a leaner manufacturing company, facing processes to change to become as lean as
possible. DWP will choose a hybrid of the accelerated and traditional implementations
by reviewing all processes and procedures during the initial data conversions and
cleanups. This will allow for the company to move forward with little to no disruption.
When the implementation starts each department will also update processes.
Worrell (2008) wrote (pp.2-3):
Proponents of the resource-based view of the firm suggest that for a
resource to contribute to sustained competitive advantage, it must be (1) valuable,
(2) rare, (3) imperfectly mobile and (4) not substitutable (Barney 1991). ERP as
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typically implemented is neither rare nor imperfectly mobile. For example, most
academics and practitioners alike agree that the system should be implemented as
vanilla as possible, i.e., as close to “out of the box” and with as few
customizations as is practical. In adopting vanilla implementations strategies,
organizations adapt their own business processes to match the industry “best
practices” embedded within the ERP, thereby removing any sources of process
differentiation.
InAccord manages to beat the odds on ERPs and is valuable, rare, very mobile, and
hardly substitutable (in regards to either price and/or functions). The program is new
enough that it isn’t out of the box quite yet. The InAccord designer and programming
team are willing to customize, so long as it is applicable for other companies. While it
might be worthy of a company to follow the “best practices” embedded into a superior
ERP, embedding all processes into an inferior product only causes difficulties.
“A typical ERP system will include built-in controls for matching purchase
orders, receiving documents, and invoices (three-way match), and taking advantage of the
integrated nature of all three functional areas (Morris, 2011, p. 133).” Morris describes a
legacy system as one that has different applications for purchase orders, invoices,
accounting, with some built-in controls which do not communicate with each other
(2011, p.133). This is how Made to Manage performs.
Built-in controls, offered in ERPs, when used correctly, can give benefits to an
organization such as lower lead time, higher percentage of on-time shipments, increase
inventory turns, faster sales order processing times, and overall time and cost reduction in
business processes (Momoh, Roy, & Shehab, 2010, p. 538).
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Table 3. Benefits of a properly implemented ERP (Momoh, Roy, & Shehab, 2010, p.
538)
Reduction of lead time
On-time shipments
Increase of inventory turns
Reduction in cycle time
Reduction of work in progress

60%
99%
30%
80%
70%

These benefits will indisputably arise by updating processes throughout the company.
Although the benefits should be great, there is no finite data to compare these results to
Made to Manage because the software does not collect this type of data.
Anderson, et al (2011) states that implementation of a new system can have
temporary negative effects on cash flow due to the number of purchases made to
implement. John Morris (2011) wrote “that built-in controls and other features will help
firms improve their internal control over financial reporting as required by SOX (p.
129).” Made to Manage offers reports on accounts payable and receivable. However, all
other financial data is done manually. This process involves manually having employees
count material, hardware, or full units, writing the number down and then turning this
information over to the Front Office staff. The Front Office staff then takes the
information and looks up each piece of material, hardware, or full unit and multiplies the
price of it by the number of product inventoried. The risk of error is very high in this
manual transaction. InAccord will offer daily cycle counts to be taken in each
department. Although this will be an additional job, with the efficiencies gained
throughout the company there should be no need to add any additional employees. This
in turn will offer the executives the ability to see a snap shot of daily inventory. This
should greatly affect DWP financials in the long term. Being able to provide additional
information to the executives about the performance of management and inventories
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vastly diminishes risk compared to the physical inventory which is currently being taken
quarterly with cost of nearly $20,000 per inventory (Morris, 2011, p. 130).
Forman (1999) wrote that “whether a corporation installs ERP throughout
an enterprise or just in critical areas, it is an investment in productivity.” Momoh, et al
(2010) believes that a good ERP should be viewed as an asset, not expenditure (p. 537).
DWP will actually have several assets added to the company during the implementation
such as computers, pocket pc’s, barcode scanners, computer kiosks, printers, and other
hardware and softwares. The continued improvements and training that will need to be
offered to employees is a valuable intelligence asset as well. Proposed “mini” training
sessions offered each morning to leads and supervisors during the Production department
meeting will offer training and insight into the ERP without disrupting production.
From personal observation, whether it is at all manufacturing facilities or only at
DWP, it seems that employees change their rate of speed depending on the amount of
work that must be completed during a period of time. Currently, it is very hard to detect
this unless one physically observers a resource work for a period of time. InAccord will
provide data regarding the number of pieces or units that pass through a resource during a
day or week. This will allow management to make decisions on number of employees
needed or hours to work in a given period of time. Morris (2011) stated:
The added transparency combined with the use of built-in controls should make it
more difficult for agents at all levels to benefit from unobservable behavior. It is
possible, however, that firms implementing ERP systems may not take advantage
of all the built-in control features, either for legitimate business reasons or
because management wants to avoid the added transparency in order to manage
(manipulate) earnings (p. 131).
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The Vice President of Operations has experience with InAccord, and understands
the architecture of the system and the algorithms used for scheduling. Therefore the Vice
President of Operations would like to begin using all built-in controls as soon as
implementation of the system begins. The study that Morris completed found that firms
began using more built-in controls as employees became more experienced with the ERP
(2011, p. 131). Although not every department will start using all built-in controls, this
will allow time for each department to gain knowledge of the system and become more
comfortable in the system. The built-in controls will be managed from the beginning by
management and implemented throughout the facility a step at a time. Although Made to
Manage does not offer all of the built-in controls and functions that InAccord offers, the
root cause of why Made to Manage failed at DWP was that the software’s capabilities
were never utilized to the fullest.
Mehrjerdi (2010) reports that nearly three quarters of all ERP implementations are
deemed unsuccessful by the implementation team (p. 313). Momoha, et al (2010) reports
higher unsuccessful rates of 90% (p. 358). Negative effects of new ERP implementation
that can be mostly avoided with proper planning include implementations having
schedule overruns of 230% and cost overruns of 178% (Momoh, Roy, & Shehab, 2010,
p. 358). With the failure rates that high, planning for implementation is crucial. The table
below provides Mehrjerdi’s (2010) top risk reasons for failure of implementation of ERPs
comparing InAccord with Made to Manage (p.314).
Table 4. Mehrjerdi’s Top Risks (Mehrjerdi, 2010, pp. 312-313)
Mehrjerdi’s Top Risks

InAccord

Made to Manage

Initial investment on software.

$118,000

$153,000
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Maintenance costs.

$0

$60,000

Skilled employee to work on.

Yes

No

ERP system misfit.

No

Yes

User’s resistance to change.

Yes

No

Poor knowledge transfer.

No

Yes

Poor top management support.

No

Yes

Poor quality of testing.

No

Yes

High turnover rate of project team members.

N/A

N/A

Note. Turnover rate of project team members is unknown for InAccord prior to implementation. During the
implementation of Made to Mange in 1993 and 2000 there were no project team members, only corporate
implementation members.

Made to Manage had nearly all of these risk reasons for failure. The cost of the software
is approximately 27% higher than InAccord. Made to Manage has yearly maintenance
costs of $20,000, per the current 15 users, an additional 30 computers would need to be
licensed, bringing the yearly maintenance fee to nearly $60,000. InAccord has no yearly
maintenance fee and unlimited licenses. These two savings alone are a considerable
difference in costs between the two ERPs. Although most of the Front Office staff feels
comfortable with Made to Manage, employees are under utilizing the software and using
many parts of the software incorrectly. The ERP was not a good fit for DWP due to lack
of continued training and knowledge of the database (and ERPs) capabilities. Some top
management doesn’t even have access to Made to Manage. Regardless of numerous
studies of failure rates of implementation of ERPs, Seethamraju calls ERP systems the
backbone of complex business operations and effective decision-making (2005, p. 90)
After reviewing the risks for failure, Mehrjerdi (2010) offers insight with a five phase
implementation.
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1. Phase I: feasibility study and adoption.
2. Phase II: planning variables:













Developed a business case.
Defined very clear desired outcomes.
Define performance metrics.
Had strong executive sponsorship.
Had strong executive involvement.
Had an empowered ERP steering committee.
Had an ERP implementation team.
Developed organizational change strategies.
Developed education and training strategies.
Communicated ERP plan to the enterprise.
Addressed data conversion and integrity.
Had technology infrastructure.

3. Phase III: implementation decisions:







Single ERP package versus multiple packages.
Big-bang or mini big-bang versus a phased-in approach.
Number of modules implemented and order of implementation.
Modifications to system.
Major reengineering upfront versus limited reengineering.
An accelerated implementation strategy.

4. Phase IV: implementation management variables:










Had strong executive involvement.
Had strong executive support.
Communicated progress regularly.
Benchmarked implementation progress.
ERP committee able to make key decisions.
Communicated with personnel impacted.
Created super-users and trouble-shooters.
Trained all users.
Kept suppliers and customers informed.

5. Phase V: performance and outcomes:




Completion time (on time vs late).
Budget (under budget vs over budget).
Return on investment.
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Figure 6. Mehrjerdi's Phases for Successful Implementation of an ERP (Mehrjerdi, 2010,
pp. 312-313)
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
Upgrading and Integrating
DWP will have to invest in upgrading their server. As set up in the contract,
InAccord’s team will install and upgrade DWP Visual Fox Pro server to a Sequel server,
allowing InAccord to run on the DWP server. Meeting with InAccord’s designer and
programming team to discuss how DWP has used Made to Manage fields will need to be
completed before any transferring can be completed.
Processes and Procedures
Upgrading the ERP will only take the company’s efficiencies and effectiveness so
far, while completing the upgrade to InAccord, each department will be reviewed using
the current process map for the department. Prior to implementing each department with
InAccord, a meeting will be held with the implementation team (InAccord’s designer
(expert in flow), and head of implementation) including the department head, to review
the program in regard to their department. Although InAccord was based on the future
state of each department, the meeting will review the future state process map to confirm
that all prior requirements are met, while reducing or removing redundancies. After
training each department, a live test will be done for approximately two days of full use.
After these two days the department head and implementation team will meet to discuss
suggestions for how to improve the system further for the department.
Requirements
It will be required that the company offer financial resources for purchasing new
computer, scanning, and printing equipment. It will also be required that employees from
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Production, the Front Office, and Project Management schedule two - three hour sessions
to be trained.
Milestones
Table 5. Milestone Chart
Week

Goal

Week 1

-

Provide schedule to supervisors through InAccord.

-

Begin training the production employees control to
“unload” lineups.

-

Begin training supervisors in InAccord .

-

Begin using InAccord at Plant 2.

-

Begin training Purchasing department in InAccord.

-

Begin training Engineers and Project Management
employees in InAccord.

Week 2

Week 2-3

-

Begin using InAccord travelers exclusively.

-

Begin using InAccord schedule exclusively.

-

Train Front Office staff in InAccord.

-

Begin training Production department employees in
InAccord.

-

Begin using computer lineups in InAccord from the
Kitting department through the Shipping department.

-

Begin using InAccord computer lineups exclusively on
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the shop floor to provide lineup at each resource.
-

Begin using InAccord in the Front Office for the sub
department Order Entry and item entry in the Engineering
department.

Week 3-5

Week 6+

-

Train shipping/receiving/hardware.

-

Finish inventory setup.

-

Complete system roll out.

-

Continue training and testing system data on a need to
need basis.
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CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS
Setup
Conversion tables were developed by InAccord’s programmer and DWP’s
implementation team. Each conversion table was created before implementation;
however, each conversion was run a final time from Made to Manage to InAccord before
the training session for each department. This directly affected the following
departments: Purchasing, Engineering, Order Entry, and Shipping/Receiving/Inventory.
Master Setup. The Master Setup menu in InAccord holds administrative options
such as security, locations, taxes, customers, item types, and finish codes. Changes to
Master Setup menu were adjusted slightly before the final conversions and training of
each department. The setups for these areas of InAccord had either changed since original
data transfer, or had never been reviewed. For a complete revised process map of the
company see Appendix A.
-

Family setups that were created months prior to implementation were adjusted.

-

Product lines had never been reviewed. Each of the original 457 product lines
were reviewed, combined when possible, or deleted when not necessary or
obsolete; reducing total product lines to 228.

-

Finish options were reviewed, duplicates omitted and new created. Each finish
was assigned a light, medium or dark to provide employees who pull raw material
a variance allowance on raw color.

-

Top options were added based on product lines setup.

-

Hardware options were added based on product lines setup.

-

Edge profiles were added based on product line setup.

-

Vendor information reviewed.

-

Customer information reviewed.

-

Preferred truck lines, free on board (FOB), shipping from reviewed and updated.

-

Rework reason codes created.
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Resource Management Setup. Resource management will be used by everyone
who has a part in a sales order after the point of entry (Engineering, Purchasing,
Production, etc.). The resource to be monitored appears in a list in Resource
Management. The resource can be viewed in three different formats: a lineup, calendar,
history calendar. Typically a lead will look at the lineup for daily information. to plan for
the upcoming week, the lead, supervisor or manager, needs to view the calendar to
prepare for longer or shorter work hours.
Resources were initially set up with speculative capacities; however, after just two
weeks of running, those capacities were adjusted based on the history of the resource.
Capacities will be reviewed on a monthly basis moving forward by the Production
Controller and/or the Vice President of Operations. Capacity per resource can be set up
in several different ways. Price and pieces are the two most common; these two settings
will be used for all resources. Price is the total dollar value that can be handled on a
resource in a given amount of time; typically this is a shift length. Pieces are the number
of pieces a resource can process in a given time; also typically referred as shift length.
Training
The start of project implementation begins with training. Training in three main
areas (Resource Management, Sales Order Management, and Item Management) was
provided to each department in the company, some departments will use more
information available than others.
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Training sessions were setup in the following routine (see table 6); deployment
will start the Monday after:
Table 6. Training Sessions
Department

Day & Time

Follow Up

Production

Monday, September 30th

(8 people in each
session)

9:00 AM, 1:00 PM, 3:00 PM

Production meetings each
morning.

Purchasing

Thursday, October 3rd 9:00
AM

Thursday, October 10th 9:00
AM

Order Entry

Friday, October 4th 9:00 AM

Monday, October 14th
Wednesday, October 16th
Friday, October 18th

Engineering

Friday, October 4th 1:00 PM

Project Management

Tuesday, October 1st 6:00 PM

Inventory and
Shipping

Tuesday, October 22nd 9:00
AM

Friday, October 11th 9:00 AM

Continuous monitoring.

Each training session will involve using active orders to provide the most realistic
training for each department. By doing so, the information on the documents will be
relatable to each department. Each department (other than Production) will follow the
implementation trainer through a test order. Following any questions, each member of
the department will be given the opportunity to create the needed documents for their
department in the training session. In doing so, the implementation team is anticipating
any issues that could arise after the deployment could be caught in the training session
and addressed before deployment.
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Training for the Production Department Employees. The first training
sessions began with the Production department team leads, supervisors, and management,
three training sessions with eight individuals in each session. The training sessions each
lasted approximately an hour. Each of the three sections (Resource Management, Sales
Order Management, and Item Management) covered for this training took ten to fifteen
minutes to review and five to ten minutes to answer questions. Although incredibly
skilled in their respective trades, the majority of the Production department leads and
supervisors are technologically illiterate. Training for this group was expected to take
longer than any other training sessions; however, it became one of the shortest. The
Production department employees were eager to move to a system where plant floor
operators and leadership could have better visibility of the parts/units that would come to
them next. These sessions provided insight to the three main areas of InAccord (see
Appendix B for training material). At the time of training for the Production employees,
all set up was completed by the implementation team. No major process changes were
made, only physical to digital changes will affect how the information/parts flow through
the plant. The training packet that everyone received can be viewed in Appendix B.
Sales Order Management for the Production Process. Sales Order
Management used in production will be used on a limited basis, when a member of the
Production department needs to know information regarding where the product is
shipping, who the Project Manager is, or units in rework.
Item Management for the Production Process. Item Management will be used
in production to find a part that has a similar size, where a part is used in, an upcoming
order or closed orders. Information regarding the part itself such as price, vendor, bill of
materials, or drawing attachments can also be viewed within Item Management.
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Resource Management for the Production Process. Information provided on the
lineup previously was delivered to the shop floor in a large packet. This packet would
contain the spec sheet, parts and unit drawings, customer information, finish and laminate
information, ship date, and quantities. Anytime this information changed it was a rush to
collect the paperwork and exchange for correct ones. Digital information, which is
updated instantaneously after a revision is made, was one of the key tools the Production
department employees were most excited about. However, it also quickly became an
issue when the Production department bored drawer fronts for the wrong pull based on
the traveler which was printed three days prior. In the morning Production department
meeting the error was brought to light and the entire Production department employees
realized that lineups must be checked for revision information before boring for drawer
fronts. Information automatically updated based on a revision can include, quantity, cost,
ship date, finish and laminate information, and/or parts or resources touched.
Information such as drawer front bore locations or edge profiles are dictated by the
drawing. This information is updated on the lineup, but a printout also follows the
material. In a case where hardware changes the drawing should be verified against the
digital drawing. Printing and scanning function training guide can be seen in Appendix
C.
Setup for the Purchasing Department Conversion. The Purchasing Manager
met with the implementation team to discuss information that was transferred and
converted from Made to Manage. Setup and mapping of initial fields was completed
during this meeting and can be viewed in Figure 7. At this time no major changes in
processes were discussed or mapped.
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Purchase Sourcing

Production Control

Purchase Parts/Tops
Purchase Outsource

• The packet is received from the Order Entry department
with necessary information. Hardware, material,
laminate or color choices and quantities.
• This resource is used to identifiy long lead time parts or
source necessary materials when needed.

• This is the last step before production of the line is
started.
• This resource reviews the line for assembly station
assignments.
• At this point parts can become reassigned to other
resources.

• After Production Control, is when the parts or tops are
purchased.
• PO is cut (automatically linked to SO).
• Physical copies of POs are attached to hard copy packet
and filed.

Figure 7. Proposed Purchasing Process Map

Training for the Purchasing Department Employees. The Purchasing
department employees were already familiar with the functionality of a purchasing
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module, which was vastly beneficial to both the members of the department, as well as
the implementation team. However, InAccord’s purchasing module is far more in depth
than Made to Manage, and requires a significant amount of training. The major
differences can be seen below in Table 7:
Table 7. Key Purchasing Differences between Made to Manage and InAccord
Key purchasing tools

Made to Manage

InAccord

POs are linked to each sales

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

order.
POs are viewable from the
sales order screen
Purchased lines are
sequenced based on receive
date.
Purchased lines are
categorized by preferred
vendors.
Prices are kept for both
levels on one part.
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Sales Order Management for the Purchasing Process. Sales Order
Management used in the Purchasing department will be used on a limited basis, similar to
the Production department, when a member of the Purchasing department needs to know
information regarding where the product is shipping, who the project manager is, or units
in rework. Like the Production department, the Purchasing department will focus
primarily on their lineup.
Item Management for the Purchasing Process. Item Management will be used
in the Purchasing department to find a part that has a similar size, where a part is used in,
an upcoming order or closed orders. Information regarding the part itself such as price
and vendor will be setup by the Purchasing department on a regular basis. Bill of
materials or drawing attachments can also be viewed within Item Management.
Resource Management for the Purchasing Process. Information provided on the
lineup previously was delivered to the Purchasing department employees in a series of
manila folders. This packet would contain the spec sheet, parts and unit drawings,
customer information, finish and laminate information, ship date, and quantities. The
packet would be delivered in sequence (from each department: Order Entry, Engineering,
Data Entry, Purchasing). The Purchasing department employees will following three
different lineups:
-

Purchase/Sourcing – gives the Purchasing department an opportunity to see the
units before released to the Production department lineups. This allows them to
source if necessary or arrange shipment for long lead time parts.

-

Purchased Parts/Tops – this lineup provides the information needed to purchase
parts from vendors. This lineup can be sorted by vendor, part number, or sales
order number. When sorted by vendor the Purchasing department can highlight
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all lines and choose “create PO”. This will input all needed information
(laminate, melamine color, quantity, need by date, ship to information, etc.) into
the PO.
-

Outsource/Buy – Typically used when parts must be machined or partially
machined at another location. Used in a similar method of Purchased Parts/Tops.
PO Management for the Purchasing Department. PO Management is available

only to the Purchasing, Receiving, and Accounting departments to view all open PO’s.
From this screen a member of Purchasing can create a manual PO, update a PO, add lines
to a PO, or close a PO. The Accounting and Receiving departments can close a PO from
receiving or invoicing.
Vendor Management for the Purchasing Department. Vendor Management is a
tool used only by the Purchasing department. This tool is where all vendor information is
stored, including, but not limited to: address, primary contact information, e-mail
addresses, phone numbers, and lead time and payment terms.
Setup for the Order Entry Department Conversion. The Order Entry team
met with the implementation team to discuss information that was transferred and
converted from Made to Manage. Setup and mapping of initial fields was completed
during this meeting. Initial setup also included discussions of interchanging process
sequences in the department. Processes were discussed; new process map was created
and distributed.
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• Receives final line drawings.
• Creates cover sheet for packet.
PM

Order
Conditioning

• Verify customer exists. If new customer, create
customer in IA.
• Verify units are exsisting. If new create item.
• Drawings are verfied against BOMs (if exsisting)
and PO.
• Options (laminates, finishes, hardware, edges,
melamine, etc) are verified against PO.

Order Entry

• Customer information, internal comments,
contact information.
• Freight information
• Line item information(quanitity, price, laminate,
color/finish, hardware, edge) entry.
• Confirm order.

Figure 8. Proposed Order Entry Process Map
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Training for the Order Entry Department. The primary differences between
Made to Manage and InAccord’s Order Entry process was that the order is assigned a
ship date based on best available, compared to Made to Manage where the person
entering the order plugged in the date given by the Project Management employee. Units
have configuration options such as top, finish, edge profile, and hardware. The Vice
President of Operations compares InAccord’s configurator to an Impala. One can buy the
base model Impala, and/or can add options such as leather or a sunroof. The chassis does
not change, but the price and experience does.

Sales Order Management for the Order Entry Process. Sales Order
Management will be used for the Order Entry employees in place of any lineup. Because
the Order Entry process is the starting point there is no lineup. From the Sales Order
Management screen the Order Entry employees can create, update, or cancel sales orders.
Enter/Update Order for the Order Entry Process. When entering an order the
sales order header is completed first. This information is the same as it was in Made to
Manage: Customer, PO#, Ship To Address, Project Name, Project Manager and Payment
Terms. Additional information added on the header page: Ship Via, Freight amount,
Customer e-mail, Installation or Delivery amount, Discount Codes/Amounts, and
Contracts/Programs which will eventually be used for commissions.
After the initial header information is put in for an order, the line item information
is completed. During this portion of the Order Entry process a part number is entered,
color, laminate, edge profile, and hardware are chosen from a pull down menu, quantity
and price are entered. Based on the line information a ship date will be provided, to enter
another line repeat steps. After all lines are completed and saved, InAccord will ask if the
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order is ready to be released or still in entry. If changes may still be made, the person
entering the data will leave the order in entry phase. By entering the order data, the
schedule is holding space for the order, even before being released to the production
process.
Customer Management for the Order Entry Process. Customer Management is
used during the Order Entry process to add or update customer information. Additional
fields, such as sales representitve, contract/program, and credit limit are new in InAccord.
Information for each customer will be setup as these customers are used in InAccord.
Item Management for the Order Entry Process. Item Management will be used
in the Order Entry process to create the new parts before the part or units are added to a
sales order. The Order Entry employees can find a part that has a similar size, where a
part is used, an upcoming order or closed orders. The Order Entry employees will also
use Item Management to create the part, choose the product line, and choose the item
type. Entering new parts for both the Order Entry and Engineering employees can be seen
in Appendix D.
Master Setup for the Order Entry Process. Product lines, color/finish, laminate,
hardware, and edge profiles will be maintained by Order Entry.
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Setup for the Engineering Department Conversion. The Engineering Manager
met with the implementation team to discuss information that was transferred and
converted from Made to Manage. Setup and mapping of initial fields was completed
during this meeting. Discussions took place of possibilities of future state improvements.
New processes were mapped.

Engineering

Data Entry

• Packet received.
• Line drawings created.
• Parts determined to be new or exsiting by search of item
management.
• Parts copied or added into IA and Solidworks.
• Item type chosen.
• Item dimensions added to item.
• Lower level information (assemblies or raw material).

•
•
•
•
•
•

Receive BOM drawing.
Search for upper level part. Edit part.
Choose item type (chest, queen headboard, etc).
Enter dimensions and weight.
Enter lower level based on SolidWorks drawing (BOM).
Send out ECNs to provided distribution list.

• Review BOM setups.
• Review WO instructions. Add information where needed.
• Handle all ECRs.
Engineering Review

Figure 9. Engineering Process Maps
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Training for the Engineering Department. Training for the Engineering
department was quite straightforward. The Engineer department employees understood
the ability that InAccord provided them with the ability to easily search a number of
different filters such as: item type, product line, family, and size.
Sales Order Management for the Engineering Process. Sales Order
Management will be used in the Engineering process on a limited basis, similar to the
Production and Purchasing processes, when a member of Engineering department needs
to know information regarding where the product is shipping or who the Project Manager
is. Like the Production and Purchasing employees, the Engineering employees will
focus primarily on their lineup.
Item Management for the Engineering Process. Item Management will be used
in by the Engineering employees to find a part that has a similar size, where a part is used
in, an upcoming order or closed orders. Parts will be copied or created from similar
parts. This will minimize setup time because product line, raw material, vendor
information, and more will transfer with the original part. The Engineers employees will
be responsible for entering new part information. The Data Entry (a sub department of
Engineering) employee will be responsible for completing the upper level bill of
materials (BOM), final sizes, and weights. The Engineering Review (a sub department of
Engineering) employee will be responsible for reviewing each finished unit for correct
size, raw material, item type (family), and product line.
Resource Management for the Engineering Process. The Engineering
department follows four different lineups.
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1. Engineering Start – When a new unit is entered and appears in the
Engineering Start lineup, the Engineering Manager assigns the unit or order to
an engineer. In the Work Order Inquiry of an order it records the assigned
Engineer employee for future references.
2. Engineering Complete – this lineup is unloaded when an engineer has
completed the drawing and setup of initial lower level parts.
3. Data Entry – This lineup provides information on which unit is ready for data
entry to the person entering the upper level BOMs.
4. Engineering Review – This lineup gives indication to the final step in the
Engineering process that the unit has been through all previous steps and
needs a final review.
Training for the Project Management Department . Introductory training to
Project Management employees will be fairly vague. The main purpose of giving the
members of the Project Management department training up front will be to give them
access to an ERP, a first for the company. This access will allow them to check on their
orders and quote with more efficiency, speed and accuracy.

Sales Order Management for the Project Management Employees. Sales
Order Management used in the Project Management department to review information
regarding a Project Manager’s order. Information such as: Ship To, Line Item (cost,
quantity, finish, laminate, hardware, and edge profile), and work order inquiry. The
Project Management employees will also be able to print revised Sales Order
Acknowledgements, previously only the Front Office employees could print these.
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Item Management for the Project Management Department. Item Management
will be used in the Project Management department for quoting purposes. The Project
Managers will be able to find parts based on size or product line to quote against. In the
item information about vendors, pricing, and lead time will be available.

Training for Shipping/Hardware Cage/Receiving Employees. The training
session for these three resources has been combined because the sub departments all
work out of the same department, the warehouse. The process maps and setup were
previously completed by the implementation team and InAccord’s team.
Sales Order Management for Shipping/Hardware Cage/Receiving. Processes
Sales Order Management, used as it is in production, will be used on a limited basis.
When a member of the warehouse sub departments needs to know information regarding
where the product is shipping, who the Project Manager is, to print a sales order, or units
in rework.

Item Management for Shipping/Hardware Cage/Receiving Processes. Item
Management will be used in the warehouse sub departments primarily to identify
mislabeled or unknown units, parts, or hardware. A member of the warehouse can also
see which units, parts, or hardware Dubois Wood Products stocks, and the stock levels.
From the Item Management screen members of the warehouse can also find which sales
order is associated with specific parts, units, or hardware.
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Resource Management for Shipping/Hardware/Receiving Processes. Lineups
for the warehouse sub departments will be as follows:


Truck Setup – In this lineup ,all units that have been packed will appear. The
truck scheduler creates a new shipment by highlighting the lines and input the
quantities to be placed on the truck. After this setup, it will appear in the shipping
lineup.



Shipping – this lineup shows everything that is in the warehouse. However, key
information will be omitted if a truck has not been setup.



Receiving – this lineup is generated by a purchase order. Lead time between
purchasing and receiving is based on the vendor. When a part or hardware is
received it adds to inventory and closes the PO.



Hardware – this lineup should be completed before kitting. If the hardware is
unavailable a notice should be sent.
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• Units follow the conveyer to the pack station. At this point
the unit's serial number is scanned.
Packing

• Employees in the warehouse put the unit into the storage
location.
• Scan the serial number and scan the location tag's bar code.
Warehouse

• A truck is setup (by someone in the Project Management
department or by the warehouse).
• The number of each line item is added to the shipment.
Truck Setup

Shipping

• The Shipping department follows their lineup.
• The line up provides the shipments setup for the given day.
• The employee scans the bar code as they place the unit in
the trailer.
• When all units are completed the shipment is complete and
a shipping list is printed.

Figure 10. Shipping Process Map
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Line up

• Resource management
• Click on P05 (Pull Hardware).
• Click on first line then click on the last line while
holding the shift key.
• Choose consolidated lineup.
• Do not print parent barcode. Choose print to printer.
• This will sort by item and total so you can pull each line
individually, but more efficiently.

• Choose scanner unload from the screen.
• Scan the barcode from the line item staged.
• Print label.
Pull/Box

Figure 11. Hardware Process Map
Training and Setup for the Inventory Process. The Inventory process is the
final training for implementation. The Inventory process was completed at the same time
as setup for shipping and truck setup. The team used for this setup was the
implementation team for DWP, the Purchasing Manager (who will direct
Inventory/Materials in the future), the InAccord team, and at times ownership. Setup for
this module was the most of difficult of all setups. The amount of information needed for
accounting purposes, the location setups, and the training of how to cycle count will
continue long after implementation of the project is complete.
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The Inventory process within InAccordwas a simple setup. Each family that can
pack has a plus (+) sign after pack. There is a warehouse in the family setup following
pack, prior to shipping. In this warehouse (physical and virtual) employees of the
warehouse will be responsible for moving packed materials from the conveyer to a
location in the warehouse. The employee will scan the serial number and the warehouse
location barcode. When a Project Manager arranges for a truck to pick up a specific load,
InAccord will move the shipment to a shipping lineup. This lineup will remain in
inventory for costing purposes. When the order is unloaded from the shipping lineup, by
scanning the serial number as the employee loads the truck, each serial number (unit and
value) will be removed from inventory.
Inventory for the Project Management Department. Project Management will
greatly benefit from inventory being kept in InAccord. Excess inventory will be scanned
in by part number and location. Each Project Manager can easily view excess inventory
and stocked items. The number of units and location of the units will allow them to sell
quickly to customers in need.
Inventory for Owenership and Banking Processes. For ownership inventory
being kept in digital format with a running total will have clear advantages over the
quarterly physical inventories completed in years prior. Ownership can make decisions
in regard to finances based on consistently updated inventory values.
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• Traveler is printed at time of receiving (if per sales
order).
• When scanned, received item is added to inventory.
Receiving

Hardware

Inventory Control

• Hardware follows line up of machined part. (One
day lead time)
• If something is in your line item that is issued in
bulk, submit an ECR to have the part changed.
• Hardware is released by sales order, or by bulk
release (IC must be contacted).
• Hardware is available - staging for hardware is kept
in the hardware cage location until assembly/trim
department requests.
• Hardware is not available - send vendor delivery
notice with expected arrival date.

• Cycle count will be assigned to each of the four
points monitored by inventory control (lumber room,
sheet stock, hardware, finished goods).
• An assigned member will be responsible for couting a
given part/unit.
• Counts will be turned into IC.
• Adjustments to inventory are made by IC.

Figure 12. Inventory Process Map
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Deployment
Deployment of each section was set for the Monday following training; however,
some departments (Engineering, Purchasing, and Project Management) started using
InAccord as their primary ERP immediately. After two weeks the synchronization
between Made to Manage and InAccord has been completely shut off. All sales orders
are continuing to be duplicated in both systems until Accounting is transferred into
InAccord. A more in depth look at each department’s deployment and follow up can be
seen in the following sections.
The Production Department Deployment. Deployment to the Production
department and employees of Production was fairly simple. Computers were setup by an
IT associate of DWP. Computers were equipped with InAccord, Java, SolidWorks
Viewer, and assembly stations needed label printers set up. Leads, supervisors, and the
Production Managers already had knowledge of SolidWorks. InAccord training was
provided to the Production employees, though three members of the Production
department who were involved in earlier testing and already had several training sessions.
These three members of the Production department were a great asset during deployment
in the Production department. These three employees were available to answer questions
anytime someone in the implementation team was unavailable.
At the point of deployment for the Production department, the following
departments were all being completed in Made to Manage : Order Entry, Purchasing,
Engineering, and Shipping. For this reason, a twice daily synchronization was necessary
to keep data moving from the old system into the new. This synchronization allowed
little to no change to the Front Office departments daily work schedules for
approximately a week. This time allowed for immediate fixes to be made to Production
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department deployment issues. The synchronization included all information on sales
orders, customers, and any new items. The synchronization would also close sales orders
that had completely shipped.
Deployment initially began in the departments between kitting through packing.
This allowed the implementation team to immediately capture assembly and pack data;
necessary information for scheduling purposes. Asset tags printed at assembly
immediately started being printed the day deployment began. Within a week the entire
Production department was running off their resource lineups.
The Production Department Followup. Deployment for the Production
department had the lowest number of programming faults that required immediate
attention. The Production department had the most setup modifications that needed to be
completed promptly.
During the first week of deployment, and only by chance, because the function is
not used often, but it was realized the lot function was not working properly. Lots are
sales orders that are broken down, either for shipping purposes or for leaner production
standards (generally quantities over 100). When parts were scanned complete at
resources in the Machine Room, the equivalent part in the remaining lots would back
flush. Back flushing, a setup option that removes parts/units from all previous resources
caused the largest discussion in production. This error would remove parts from all
upcoming schedules. On the other end of production, the Assembly department was also
back flushing the remaining lots. This programming error caused immediate alarm; it
added an extra 150% to the daily pack dollars in seconds. This programming error was
easily fixed, because the root cause was identified quickly. Within twenty four hours, the
problem was fixed and all quantity issues reverted to previous quantities.
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. Originally the sub departments Sanding and Kitting were the only two
departments that back flushed previous resources in the Machine Room and Packing in
the Finish Line department. After much discussion with building Managers, the DWP
implementation team, and the InAccord team, it was decided that the following resources
would be set as back flushing resources:


Edge Banding set to back flush Optimizer and Panel Saw.



Added the resource “Rough Mill Complete” and made it a back flushing resource.
This resource will be used when raw lumber is completed through the resources
(or combinations of) chop saw stations, rip saw stations, glue stations, and panel
busting station.



The receiving resource would be made a back flushing resource, which would
unload the purchasing lineup. This only was relevant before the Purchasing
department deployed in InAccord.



The kitting resource would remain a back flush.



The packing resource would remain a back flush.

Other minor issues that arose in the first week of the Production department
deployment were the chop and rip saw stations were out of sequence with rip coming
first. The fix for this issue was uncomplicated, with a flag for lead time only being
checked when it should not have been. Some resources were unable to print travelers and
drawings. This problem was also effortlessly fixed with the adjustment of flags.
After approximately a month of the Production department using the new system,
InAccord has become not only a normal expectation of daily processes, but second nature
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to most. Standard operating procedures for every resource will include reviewing lineups
and unloading the resource before moving the load to the next resource.
The Purchasing Department Deployment. Deployment of the Purchasing
department for went exactly as planned. The members of the Purchasing Department and
the implementation team of InAccord developed a process that would save time from
current processes while still double checking for errors in InAccord or missing BOM
information critical for purchased parts. The members of the Purchasing department
would check the BOM from the SolidWorks drawing, highlighting the purchased parts.
The Purchasing employee would then sort their purchasing lineup by sales order. After
comparing line by line, the buyer would create the PO. Within a week no purchase
orders were being cut within Made to Manage.
The Purchasing Department Followup. Abnormal purchase orders that needed
to be created manually (not connected to a sales order) for factory supplies, office
supplies, or machining or tooling proved difficult. After several trial and error
programmatic fixes, the purchase orders were able to be created simply.
Other slight issues that were addressed over the course of several weeks included:


Sizes of comment lines.



Adding date based on receiving resource need by date.



Changing the receive address on the PO, helping vendors deliver to the correct
plant.
After several weeks of using InAccord exclusively for purchase orders, there have

been no catastrophic issues. Minor issues that were easily fixed, along with
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continued refinement will allow a two person team the flexibility to work on
sourcing, pricing, and quality standards.
The Order Entry Department Deployment. The Order Entry department
deployment merely needed turned on. Deployment of the Engineering department and
processes had been planned to be done simultaneously with the Order Entry department
and processes. It was determined better for Order Entry when the Engineering department
decided to proceed on their own.
The Order Entry Department Followup. Several changes to both setup and
programming needed to be completed during the first week of deployment of the Order
Entry department. These changes were minor issues that included:


Sales tax showing below a subtotal, but not calculating into the total.



Saved to ship to information from Made to Manage that had not been
synchronized.



Memo fields in items that the employee entering orders wanted to show on
line comments. This field was added as suggested, and within a week was
removed because it was deemed unnecessary.
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There was also a more significant programming issue that was found during the second
week of deployment where the past due amount was not being calculated into the best
ship date. This was overloading the schedule by nearly a week’s worth of production.
With a little time and added effort, the schedule was aligned to approximately 10%
higher for two weeks to cover the additional orders.
The Engineering Department Deployment. The Engineering department
deployment included corroborating the new process between the Engineering, Data
Entry, and Engineering Review employees. There were also some setup changes
between the Data Entry process and the Purchasing process. Verification of when and
who was going to setup purchased parts was addressed on the second day of deployment
of the Engineering department.
The Engineering Department Followup. During the first day of the
Engineering department deployment issues arose where parts were not able to be viewed.
The computer would “spin out” causing mass frustration. After InAccord’s programmer
ran error checking on the parts, it was found that the parts had the exact part in the BOM.
The same part within itself is impossible and the database would get lost. After an
explanation of what happened it was easily avoidable.
Intial training for the Engineering employees only gave simple, straightforward
instructions on how to enter or search for the information each Engineering employee
would need. Within days of deployment, each Engineering employee had asked about
specific functions within InAccord. Additional training was necessary immediately.
Prior to deployment, the Engineering department of seven was nearly two weeks behind
schedule. Less than two weeks into deployment every Engineering role is on schedule
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and has lowered their hours, given assistance to other departments, and worked on
improving Engineering process standardizations.
Inventory Processes and the Shipping Department Deployment. Inventory
deployment in InAccord was simply a matter of turning on the switch to start tracking
data. The information had always been available, inside the database. Screens and
reports were created to view items in each warehouse, excess inventory, stock inventory,
hardware, and receiving areas. The real deployment of inventory was more in regard to
processes.
Cycle counting, primarily, is the process that needed to be taught and instilled in
employees. Deployment of cycle counting started with the Hardware Cage department
and sheet stock several weeks before InAccord’s reports were ready. Item stock tags
were printed and applied to three by five magnetic labels. The Purchasing Manager, who
will direct cycle counting and inventory in all future inventories, was given the stack of
stock tags. She then would release ten tags a day to the hardware cage, less to sheet
stock, and the employee in the Hardware Cage department would count the tag and send
notification back regarding the total. Inventory was then adjusted by the Purchasing
Manager, if needed. Deployment of inventory directly depended on the validity of the
Hardware Cage, Receiving, and Shipping departments.
Although the deployments of Hardware and Receiving and packing were
completed before inventory was, the users of these departments were not consistent with
scanning, causing issues with inventory legitimacy. These departments add to inventory,
these resources are setup to plus (+) of inventory. It is vital that Production employees
scan and unload lineups correctly and accurately 100% of the time to achieve accurate
inventory values.
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Shipping was completed at the same time as inventory, because the lineup was
completed together. Shipping deployment was expected to be unstable for several weeks
on orders existing in the warehouse.
The shipping function within InAccord is very straightforward; however, the
setup truck function seemed complicated. The implementation team discussed changing
the style of the module, but ultimately decided to push forward with a limited audience
until a decision was made on which functionalities to change.
Inventory Processes and Shipping Department Followup. Inventory and
shipping, as were expected to be difficult the first several days. The employees in the
warehouse were very frustrated when a serial number was scanned to add it to a shipment
and the computer screen would blink “Item not found”. This error message would be
caused when the serial number had not been scanned at the pack station. According to
InAccord, the product is not finished if not scanned at the pack resource, so how can it be
in the warehouse? In an effort to lower the number of these situations, a training session
with everyone who prints and scans labels with serial numbers occurred two days before
the inventory and shipping module was deployed. This training session certainly had an
impact, but an angry warehouse employee required to wheel a unit nearly a quarter mile
to have a pack employee scan the serial number illustrated the importance of following
the process and accurately scanning each item. Without doubt, the implementation team
believes this type of human error will correct itself over a very short period of time.

Also as predicted, the truck setup was difficult for the beta tester to use. In the
first week of deployment the teams created the new module and were ready to deploy the
following week. The second module was more friendly to both the user and the
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company, by allowing trucks to be scheduled from the View Sales Order screen or from
the shipping lineup.
Flow Benefits Delivered by Implementation
Benefits of the implementation were visible nearly immediately and ranged from
time saved, a position eliminated, and most important, and visibility to everyone.
Accusations made for years of departments always being behind, or a specific person
being a bottle neck were now easily seen with statistical data.
Outcome of Production Implementation. With future calendar views available
to Production Managers, labor hours in every department began changing. Overtime
was cut in departments where it was higher previously because most hours had been
“blanketed” to cover for any extra work that would have to be completed ahead. Whether
or not that work existed was very hard, sometimes impossible to see.
Outcome of Front Office Implementation. Engineering had been accused of
being a bottle neck for as long as most could remember. It was easily seen that the bottle
neck started prior to the Engineering department. The Project Management department
employees would turn in more orders in one day than could be processed through the
Order Conditioning/Order Entry processes. In doing so, large amounts of information
would move from one department to the next. For no specific reason given, the
Engineering department had always been blamed for this.
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Position Changes. A position in the Front Office was eliminated by the starting
points in the Production departments printing their own travelers. The person in the
position was moved to the Production department when need for additional employees
was proven.
A secondary position in the Front Office was also eliminated. Prior to
implementation the position was needed as a floating resource in the Front Office. The
employee had enough work helping others to work forty five to fifty hours a week. After
implementation this person did filing for a week before being moved into a valuable
position created for the first time after implementation; Plant Office Administrator. The
position is responsible for reviewing the time exception report, in turn lowering
unapproved overtime, and notifying Management of the previous daily hours within the
first hour of the next day. The position is also helping the Process and Safety Managers
to create Standard Operating Procedures and Sheets for each machine and department.
After these processes are setup and the rework log from InAccord has enough data, the
two will be used to set goals and lower rework. This will ultimately decrease the cost of
reworks. This position will add many benefits for the entire company in a short amount
of time.
A position in Engineering was no longer needed, to an extent. The Engineering
employee was kept in the department to update parts that had not been setup during the
conversion from Made to Manage to InAccord. It is currently unknown what will
happen to the employee when the files and parts are updated.
Purchasing, a team of two, had always had an excess number of orders waiting to
be processed. Within two weeks of deployment, the Purchasing Manager was able to
start focusing on materials and sourcing; a benefit that in the first week proved to save
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more than $90,000 a year on one specific material. Between the savings on material,
rework, and inventory control the amount saved by implementation is far more than just
three salaries. A more exact total is yet to be seen.
Outcome of the Project Management Implementation. Project Management
has benefited from being able to view their order statuses for the following reasons:
1. Live up to date information.
2. Rreview quantities, finish choices, hardware choices, and customer
information which were chosen by the Front Office department for a Sales
Order.
Manual quoting, a future state improvement in InAccord, has been made easier by
InAccord as well. Prior to implementation the Project Management employees had to
create the quote, with no prices, and have the Front Office employees look up the prices
in Made to Manage. Although, the Project Management employees did not receive the
full deployment, the visibility given to the Project Management employees by InAccord
already have relieved tensions between the Project Management, Front Office and
Production employees.
Outcome of Inventory and Shipping Implementation. The outcome of
inventory has not been seen in the grand scope yet. It was immediately visible how
helpful this tool was going to be to the company. At this point, the company will set
goals for cycle counting. The ultimate goal will be to no longer take full physical
inventories, but to keep a running perpetual inventory accepted by outside auditors and
financial institutions based on consistent cycle count accuracies.
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Shipping implementation also has not been seen in the grand scope yet. The
employee that was spending forty hours completing shipping paperwork has found new
responsibilities as a contact point between the Project Management and Production
departments. Shipping paperwork completed by scanning the serial number has worked
well. It is anticipated that this function will save the company money by proving that
serial numbers have been shipped, based on the employees scanning the part as it is put
on the truck. The rework costs caused by lost warehouse items should be significantly
lowered because the inventory will be scanned into location based on serial number.
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY
Seethamraju’s (2005) research that was referenced in Chapter 1 stating that 41%
of companies chose to build their business around an ERP, DWP was in the 37% of
companies who chose an ERP that worked for them. Evaluating processes and
implementing a new ERP, InAccord , were only completed because a change of
philosophy of ownership and managagement. InAccord was built on the superior flow of
an order being processed from Project Management through Shipping. This allowed an
arrangement that allowed InAccord to build the best possible ERP, while giving DWP an
ERP that will work for the company.
Although InAccord upheld the expectation of not being an out of the box, vanilla
ERP as described by Worrell (2008), the ERP also provided traditional requirements that
a typical ERP offers that Morris (2011) functional three way matches. InAccord actually
went beyond the three way match, providing matches for quoting documents, purchase
orders, receiving documents, accounting documents, and shipping documents all
searchable by sales order. Expectations initially were only for the three way match, the
additional search abilities and matches gives additional benefits to all departments of the
company.
DWP was not included in the group of companies that Anderson, et al (2011)
suggested have negative effects on cash flow due to the number of expenses caused by
implementation. The most expensive charges during implementation were minor
compared to the future possibilities. Below is a table with the cost differences between
DWP purchasing hardware, software, and computers and installing all with an IT
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associate, compared to purchasing a package with installation from a local IT
Management business.
Table 8. Comparison of IT related charges for system implementation
DWP
Computers

IT Management

$7,800 (44
computers/monitors)

Hardware

$2,200 (scanners)

Software

$450

Installation

$4,500

$30,000 ($100 an hour)

Package
Total

$25,450
$14,950

$55,450

Morris (2011) was referenced in Chapter 3 in regard to “employees at all levels to
benefit from unobservable behavior”. As mentioned in Chapter 4, work hours
immediately started changing after implementation began. There was no hiding in any
departments; everyone knew exactly how much work needed to be completed and what
was in the future for their departments. This immediate transition was evident on the
payroll transfer with a reduction of approximately 5%.
As DWP becomes more vested in InAccord and more comfortable within the
system, the trend lines will continue to rise.
Future State of Improvements
For the organization there are two key remaining modules to be installed and
deployed: Accounting and Quoting. At point of deployment for the rest of the company,
the Sales Manager was not ready for quoting in InAccord. Accounting will be
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coordinated through InAccord and a prior customer who knows the Accounting module
and will train the Dubois Wood Products Accounting department.
Deployment for the Accounting department is set to begin approximately two
weeks after the deployment of Inventory completed. This will be the last phase of the
transition between Made to Manage and InAccord. Made to Manage will be officially
retired after this point. At this point there will be no need to double the sales orders into
Made to Manage and InAccord, allowing available time for the Order Entry employees to
refine their processes. From the explanation of InAccord’s programmer the accounting
module will be a transfer of information, with minimal setup and no programming
changes. However, because this is the financial information for the company it will be
the most important transfer and verification of data completed to date.
Quoting will also have a side effect on the Order Entry process. When the Project
Management employees begin quoting the order will be created containing the following
information: customer information, PO information, line items, quantities, prices, color,
finish, laminate, hardware, and additional notes and options will be created in a quote.
When the quote is completed, the employee who currently completes the order
conditioning and order entry process will do only order conditioning. The position will
review the order, just as currently completed. The quote will simply be converted to an
order instead of having to be manually typed in. Because the Project Management
department already takes the time to look up the price, which will be auto generated by
the part price, and type the quote in an Excel format, this module will only be slightly
beneficial as a time saver. Though, by completing the quote in InAccord, all quotes will
be visible to company. This allows a trend line to build over time, providing the
company with a horizon on the upcoming orders.
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The final suggestion for using InAccord to its fullest, will be to implement a plan
to utilize the ERP to export to an Excel based file for panel saw optimization. A process
chart on what would entail on setup and flow is included in Appendix E.
Final Recommendations
After reviewing processes and procedures for every department and nearly every
sub department of DWP, updating processes and procedures, and implementing a full
scale ERP, it is imperative that DWP maintain the momentum for continuous
improvement. While maintaining the best flow and processes and continuing their work
with InAccords design team to keep the system fresh and working for the company, DWP
should be able to keep a clear eye on the future. Giving the company an edge over the
competition and the affordability to make decisions based off data is certain to give DWP
the momentum the company needs to grow the business to the desired level ownership
chooses.
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APPENDIX A – COMPLETE COMPANY PROCESS FLOW

• Receives final line drawings.
• Creates cover sheet for packet.
PM

Order Conditioning

• Verify customer exists. If new customer, create
customer in IA.
• Verify units exsist. If new create unit
• Drawings are verfied against BOMs (if exsisting) and
PO.
• Options (laminates, finishes, hardware, edges,
melamine, etc) are verified against PO.

•
•
•
•
•
Order Entry

Customer info.
Inside comments
Contact information
Freight information
Line item information (quanitity, price, laminate,
color/finish, hardware, edge) entry.
• Confirm order.
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Engineering

• Packet received.
• Line drawings created.
• Parts determined to be new or exsiting by search of
item management.
• Parts copied or added into IA and Solidworks.
• Item type chosen.
• Item dimensions added to item.
• Lower level information (assemblies or raw
material).

•
•
•
•
•
Data Entry

Receive BOM drawing.
Search for upper level part. Edit part.
Choose item type (chest, queen headboard, etc).
Enter dimensions and weight.
Enter lower level based on SolidWorks drawing
(BOM).

• Send out ECNs to provided distribution list.

• Review BOM setups.
• Review WO instructions. Add information where
needed.
Engineering Review
:

• Handle all ECRs.
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• The packet is received from order entry with
necessary information. Hardware, material,
laminate or color choices and quantities.
• This resource is used to identifiy long lead time parts
or source necessary materials when needed.
Purchase Sourcing

Production Control

Purchase Parts/Tops
Purchase Outsource

• This is the last step before production of the line is
started.
• This resource reviews the line for assembly station
assignments.
• At this point parts can become reassigned to other
resources.

• This point, after Production Control, is when the
parts or tops are purchased.
• PO is cut (automatically linked to SO).
• Physical copies of POs are attached to hard copy
packet and filed.
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•Travler is printed at time of receiving (if per sales order).
•When scanned received item is added to inventory.
Receiving

Hardware

Inventory Control

•Hardware follows line up of machined part. This has a one
day lead time.
•If something is in your line item that is issued in bulk,
please submit an ECR to have the part changed.
•Hardware is released by sales order, or by bulk release (IC
must be contacted).
•Hardware is available - Staging for hardware is kept in
hardware cage until assembly/trim requests.
•Hardware is not available - send vendor delivery notice
with expected arrival date.
•Hardware is not to manually update counts for any reason.
(adding or subtracting into/out of inventory).

•Cycle count will be assigned to each of the four points
monitored by inventory control (lumber room, sheet
stock, hardware, finished goods).
•An assigned member will be responsible for couting a
given part/unit.
•Counts will be turned into IC.
•Adjustments to inventory are made by IC.
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• Units follow the conveyer to the pack station. Scan the
seiral number.
Packing

• Employees in the warehouse put the unit into the storage
location.
• Scan the serial number and scan the location tag's bar code.
Warehouse

• A truck is setup (by someone in the Project Management
office or by the warehouse).
• The number of each line item is added to the shipment.
Truck Setup

Shipping

• The shipping department follows their lineup.
• The line up provides the shipments setup for the given day.
• The employee scans the bar code as they place the unit in the
trailer.
• When all units are completed the shipment is complete and a
shipping list is printed.

Figure 13. Company Process Map
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1

APPENDIX B – INACCORD BASIC TRAINING

Figure 14. Home Screen of InAccord1.
2

Figure 15. Sales Order Management in InAccord2.
1

Home Screen of InAccord, click Sales Order Manaagement.
View Sales Order Management Screen of InAccord, type Sales Order Number in the SO# field, click
refresh and then View SO to view.
2
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Customer information retracted.

Retracted

Retracted

Retracted

3

Figure 16. View SO Screen in InAccord.
Resource Management

To view the inquiry per line (schedule and unloads per resource) 1, Highlight the line; 2. Choose ‘WO
Inquiry (Schedule)’.
3
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Figure 17. Home Screen for Resource Management.

4

Figure 18. Resource Management Screen.

4

Dependent upon resource location or department. Each user is setup as both, allowing only necessary
resources to show in the resource management screen. (i.e. location 20 = plant 2 and department assembly,
only resource Assembly plant 2 would show).
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APPENDIX C – SCANNING and PRINTING STATIONS

Figure 19. Scanning Station (without Serial Number) Screen.
Scanning Stations – Choose InAccord Scanners Unload Icon on the desktop.5 6

Customer information retracted.

Retracted

Retracted

Retracted

Figure 20. View SO Screen

5

The resource for which is scanning/unloading is located in the middle of the screen.
Scan the traveler. If the traveler is unavailable type the sales order and the line item into WO#. In this case
016425-009.
If the work order is already complete a red box will show STOP. If the unload is taken, the box will turn
green.
6
Always have 2 screens of InAccord open. One for your scanner station and one to reference sales order
information.
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Figure 21. Screen for Scanning/Creating Serial Numbers7

7

The screen for scanning/creating serial numbers looks slightly different than the scanning screen for
resources that do not create serial numbers.
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APPENDIX D - ENTERING PARTS INTO INACCORD
From home screen choose Item Management
If part reference # being copied is known:
Type the item reference # being copied (lower level).
Highlight line and choose copy item.
Type in the new part #.
If part reference # being copied is unknown:
Type in the description or size (i.e. end panel-3/4 x 22 ½ x 34 ¼).
Highlight line and choose copy item.
Type in the new part #.
In Item setup screen:
Change the item description dimension if needed.
Change any lower level items if needed (assemblies will need lower level parts updated).
Choose item type description.
Put in width, height, depth.
Make is default. If it is stock choose stock (must be preapproved by management to be
considered stock).
Purchasing will need to add reorder levels purchase lead time.
Click Work instructions to enter routings:
Type the operation. (Example: 249)
Tab to step instructions. (Example: Type cut to size per drawing)
Choose save/confirm.
Click update. Complete.
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APPENDIX E – FUTURE STATE OPTIMIZER

Setup

•Search RM types (ply, pbc, etc). Create RM types
based on thickness (no width or length).
•Edit item types to choose RM type and RM grade.
•Create additional column in lineup to show
Optimized #.
•Program for pop ups at unload.
•Program to save to Excel.

•RM type is chosen in the setup of the part.
•Based on the dimensions and the optimizer history
we can calculate the cost of the part.
•No need for "lower level" part of RM (ex. PBC-1 x 4
x 8). The part would get the RM type of PBC 1".
Engineering

Figure 22. Step 1 and 2 of Future State Optimizer Process Map.
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Optimizer Line up

•Go to line up. Stretch line up to two days.
•Click optimize. Line up asks what optimize # used.
Line up exports to Excel, then import to optimizer.
•Review yield. Highlight optimized # and choose
unload. Line up asks "Optimized to 80%+ yield?
Yes to unload/optimize No to optimize again".
•If no stretch line up days to 3 (or 4) and go through
steps again.
•If yes line up asks if you'd like to print work order
and unload.
•If an attempt to optimize an order already optimized
pop up with "already optimized, please undo
optimize"

•Optimized 1-3 times per week. Optimizer report is
turned into IC for adjustments to inventory.
•Cycle counts performed weekly.
Inventory

Figure 23. Step 3 and 4 of Future State Optimizer Process Map.
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